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Laser-guide-star multiconjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) systems require natural guide stars (NGS) to measure tilt
and tilt-anisoplanatism modes. Making optimal use of the limited number of photons coming from such, generally
dim, sources is mandatory to obtain reasonable sky coverage, i.e., the probability of finding asterisms amenable to
NGS wavefront (WF) sensing for a predefined WF error budget. This paper presents a Strehl-optimal (minimum
residual variance) spatiotemporal reconstructor merging principles of modal atmospheric tomography and
optimal stochastic control theory. Simulations of NFIRAOS, the first light MCAO system for the thirty-meter tele-
scope, using ∼500 typical NGS asterisms, show that the minimum-variance (MV) controller delivers outstanding
results, in particular for cases with relatively dim stars (down to magnitude 22 in the H-band), for which low-
temporal frame rates (as low as 16 Hz) are required to integrate enough flux. Over all the cases tested ∼21 nm
rms median improvement in WF error can be achieved with the MV compared to the current baseline, a type-II
controller based on a double integrator. This means that for a given level of tolerable residual WF error, the sky
coverage is increased by roughly 10%, a quite significant figure. The improvement goes up tomore than 20%when
compared with a traditional single-integrator controller. © 2013 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 010.1080, 000.5490, 110.6960.

1. TILT-ANISOPLANATISM IN LASER-
TOMOGRAPHY ADAPTIVE-OPTICS
SYSTEMS
A. Adaptive Optics, Tomography, and Multiconjugate
Adaptive Optics
Atmospheric turbulence is a major factor limiting the angular
resolution achievable from ground-based telescopes [1,2]
when observing at optical and near-infrared (NIR) wave-
lengths. Adaptive-optics (AO) systems partially overcome this
effect: a basic AO system consists of a deformable mirror
(DM) whose shape is adapted in real time to correct for the
wavefront (WF) distortions induced by the turbulence, based
on measurements provided by aWF sensor (WFS) looking at a
guide source (guide star).

However, the correction patch is limited by angular aniso-
planatism; i.e., the correction degrades away from the sensing
direction where the WFS probe is located, leading to small
corrected fields. Significantly larger fields can be obtained
by correcting for the WF with several DMs (instead of a single
one), each optically conjugated to a different altitude in the
atmosphere. Such an AO system is called multiconjugate AO
(MCAO) [3]. Several WFSs are used to measure the three-
dimensional atmospheric disturbances projected at different
angles. These measurements are then utilized to estimate
the WF distortions on a discrete number of layers based on
a priori second-order spatial moments of the WF disturbance
and the measurement noise for which relatively accurate

physical models exist [4]. Such algorithms are called
minimum-variance (MV) since they minimize the residual
pupil-integrated phase-variance cost functional—equivalently
they optimize the Strehl ratio (SR) [5]—and do not take any
temporal correlation into account. Once the tomographic or
volumetric estimation of the WF above the observatory is
available, the phase estimates are linearly projected onto
(>1) DMs to minimize the residual in a given field of view
(FoV). MCAO consists thus of a sequential combination of
multiconjugation with atmospheric tomography.

The need to find several guide stars bright enough and close
enough to the science field to make tomographic reconstruc-
tion possible renders natural guide star (NGS)-based MCAO
impractical. Only one NGSMCAO system has been developed,
with the main purpose of demonstrating the MCAO concept,
but it is limited to few science cases [6].

B. Tip/Tilt/Focus Uncertainty in Laser-Assisted AO
Even on future generation, 30–40 m class Extremely Large

Telescopes (ELTs), using only NGSs to drive the AO systems,
would reach very small portions of the available sky. Most AO
systems will use laser-guide-stars (LGSs) in order to achieve
scientifically useful levels of sky coverage for astronomical
MCAO systems. LGSs produce a beacon high in Earth’s atmo-
sphere whose backscattered light is collected to probe a
conical-shaped volume and compute WF distortions. Sodium
LGSs are tuned to a resonance line located at 589 nm
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wavelength. These then cause sodium to fluoresce in the
mesosphere at around 90 km.

Due to tubulence-induced jitter in the upward propagation
of the laser beam, the position of an LGS is uncertain, and
therefore WF tilt errors cannot be determined from an LGS
WFS. In an AO tomography context, the tilt indetermination
on each LGS WFS translates into an inability to determine
both global tip and tilt and field-dependent tilt, called tilt-
anisoplanatism (TA) [7]. TA can be modeled by a combination
of quadratic WF aberrations at two or more ranges that pro-
duce field-dependent tip-tilt (TT), canceling out in each LGS
WFS, except for tilt, which is not sensed. These modes lead to
plate-scale errors in the final science image. They are thus also
referred to plate-scale modes.

In LGS-MCAO systems, mesospheric sodium-range varia-
tions provoke an additional focus error term, as the LGS are
suddenly and temporarily out of focus. This term adds up
indirectly to the atmospheric focus error, since the DMs
are quickly driven to supersede such range mismatch, thus
being seen in closed loop by the NGSWFS as focus error. Sub-
sequently, based on the NGS modes’measurements, a tempor-
al filtering loop offloads slow-varying range variations to a
trombone focused at the mean altitude of the sodium layer.
On longer time scales, the LGS WFS’s centroiding algorithms
based on matched filters are updated to further take such
effects into account.

C. Sky Coverage
Sky coverage is defined here as the probability of finding

a suitable asterism for NGS modes sensing within the

allowable patrol field under a tolerable residual WF

error [8].
To sense TT, TA, and focus modes, a set of several NGSs is

used with varying limiting magnitudes. High sky-coverage
goals will require dim NGSs, which implies increasing the ex-
posure times to integrate sufficient light flux [9,10]. Therefore,
the NGS loops may run at low frame rates (few tens of hertz)
even with the light-gathering capacity of the ELTs. The tem-
poral controller used for the NGS modes is commonly an
integrator with optimized gain, but this is recognizably far
from optimal and can thus be further improved.

High gains in sky coverage can potentially be achieved by
using more efficient temporal controllers. In this paper the
Strehl-optimal MV spatiotemporal controller is presented.
The MV controller can further take advantage of the multiple
control loop frame rates required by laser-tomographic sys-
tems combining LGS and NGS measurements by interpolating
(smoothing) the correction.

D. Current and Future Instruments
To date, there has been only one LGS-MCAO system that has
worked on sky: GeMS at the 8 m Gemini-south telescope
[11,12]. However, large-scale efforts are underway to design
MCAO systems for the next generation of ELTs, which will
have a diameter between 20 and 40 m. These include MAORY
for the European ELT (E-ELT) [13] and the first light NFIR-
AOS for the thirty-meter telescope (TMT) [14,15]. Although
not currently under design, a MCAO system for the giant
magellan telescope (GMT) is not precluded [16].

NFIRAOS has two DMs conjugated to 0 and 11.2 km above
the telescope, respectively, and six LGS WFSs, with one

on-axis plus five more arranged in a 35 arc sec radius penta-
gon. Sensing of global TT, TA, and residual focus is possible
thanks to two NIR (J, H, and Ks bands) single-aperture tilt
sensors and one 2 × 2 Shack–Hartmann WFS, sensing tip, tilt,
focus, and astigmatism (TTFA). These are on-instrument
WFSs (OIWFSs) because instead of being located in the AO
system, they are located in the science instrument IRIS, the
infrared imager and spectrograph [17].

NFIRAOS LGS WFSs will run at a frame rate of 800 Hz, but
the OIWFSs are expected to run at 20–800 Hz, depending on
the brightness of the NGSs. The 50% sky-coverage goal at the
galactic pole, where the NGS density is the lowest, led to a
median frame rate around 90 Hz [18]. In this case, guide stars
as dim as magnitude 22 in the H-band are used to correct for
TT and TA modes.

The MV controller proposed here fits on the framework of
ad hoc split tomography (AHST), in which the LGS and NGS
correction loops are driven independently—adopted as the
baseline option for NFIRAOS [19]. Such a scheme is known
to be suboptimal, which led to a joint estimate of the NGS�
LGS modes in the so called minimum-variance split tomo-

graphy (MVST) scheme [20,21]. Although both suffer from
an approximate forward model relying on pseudo-open-loop
measurements to comply with closed-loop operation, the lat-
ter delivers better results by taking into account high-order
aliasing on the NGS modes, in particular for off-zenith obser-
vations and with multiobject AO systems. Taking one step
back, AHST is conceptually less complex, and it is computa-
tionally less demanding and easier to implement. The optim-
ality referred to in this paper has thus to be understood under
AHST and is specific for the six NGSmodes that are taken into
account here and not the full tomographic reconstruction and
closed-loop control. In a future step, the results presented
here should be extended to MVST.

Optimizing the NGS controller can, however, improve per-
formance and sky coverage. Earlier systems such as GeMS
use integral controllers for each NGS mode, with gains ad-
justed as a function of signal-to-noise ratio on the NGS WFSs.
For NFIRAOS, a more complex type-II controller based on a
double integrator and a lead filter has been proposed [22], and
adopted as baseline [18]. In this paper, the NGS processing
takes one step further: an MV formulation is presented taking
advantage of the spatiotemporal correlation between the
different NGS modes, as well as making optimal use of the
multiple control loop frame rates, which occur in LGS-MCAO
systems.

This document is organized as follows. Section 2 details the
linear modeling of the NGS modes and the measurement
models. Section 3 presents the MV problem and provides
a dynamic solution using the linear-quadratic-Gaussian

(LQG) framework. In Section 4 sample numerical results
are provided to illustrate the advantages of this enhanced
MV controller, compared to the suboptimal approaches that
have been proposed previously. Section 5 concludes
this work.

2. LINEAR MODELING OF TT/TA AND
FOCUS MODES
For a two-DM-MCAO system like the TMT NFIRAOS, five
modes representing global TT modes and the three dominant
TA modes causing image magnification and differential
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magnification at 0 and 45 deg carry more than 80% of the total
error variance in the NGS modes [9,10]. The latter can be cor-
rected for by applying a combination of three quadratic modes
(focus and astigmatism) with proportional amplitudes in two
conjugate planes [23].

The total aperture-plane WF error induced by the TT/TA
modes at time instant t, in direction θ, is given by

W�ρ; θ; t� �
X6
i�2

αi�t�Zi

�
ρ
R0

�
�

X6
i�2

βi�t�Zi

�
ρ� θhDM11.2

Rh

�
;

(1)

where ρ is a two-dimensional space coordinate vector and α
and β are vectors containing the Zernike coefficients (follow-
ing the ordering of [24]) defined over the lower and upper DM-
conjugate planes of radius R0 � D0∕2 and Rh � Dh∕2; see
Fig. 1. Note i ∈ f2; � � � ; 6g, which effectively represents five
modes; i � 1 refers to piston and is disregarded as this mode
has no impact on AO performance. Global TT has the corre-
sponding Zernike modes applied to the ground DM only;
i.e., β2 � β3 � 0.

The coefficients βi can be worked out such that W�ρ; θ; t�
only produces TT in the LGS WFSs (but not on the NGS
WFSs). This constraint provides βi � −r−2l αi, with rl given
by the ratio of diameters of the cone-intersected pupil and
the DM11.2 meta-pupil (see Fig. 1 for a visual depiction), i.e.,

rl � rn

�
1 −

hDM11.2

hNa

�
|���������{z���������}

rc

; (2)

where rc ≜ 1 − hDM11.2∕hNa is the shrinking factor of the
cone-intersected meta-pupil diameter with respect to the
cylinder-intersected meta-pupil diameter at hDM11.2 � 11.2 km,
translating the cone effect for a DM conjugated to range
hDM11.2 and an LGS at range hNa (see Fig. 1), and

rn ≜
D0

D0 � FoV × hDM11.2 × 1000
; (3)

normalizes the upper modal coefficient to the particular choice
of underlying meta-pupils over which the modes are defined,
with FoV the field of view in radians, and hDM11.2 the conjugate
altitude of the upper DM in kilometers.

Although the NGS modes produce only field-dependent TT
not seen by the LGS WFS, for an NGS looking upward through
a cylinder and not a cone, focus and astigmatism are indeed
probed.

The varying altitude of the sodium layer induces a focus
error term that must also be measured using the NGS stars.
These variations are given by [25]

σNa �
D2

0

16
���
3

p
h2

Δh �mrms�; (4)

with Δh � 31 m2∕Hz at 1 Hz.

A. Low-Order Tomographic Geometrical Model for
TT/TA and Focus Modes
Following Eq. (1), the resulting aperture-plane WFW�ρ; θ; t� is
conveniently expanded onto a truncated orthonormal Zernike
polynomial’s basis defined over two layers. For the NGS
modes model, only modes Z2���6 are used that correspond to
the TT and the quadratic modes of Eq. (1).

Setting βi � −r−2l αi in Eq. (1) and solving for the aperture-
plane field-dependent TT,

WTT�ρ; θ; t� �
X3
i�2

ξi�θ; t�Zi

�
ρ
R0

�
; (5)

with the field-dependent TT coefficients ξ�θ; t� [7],

ξ�θ; t� �
0
@ 1 0 −r−2c

2
��
3

p
hθx

R0
−r−2c

��
6

p
hθy
R0

−r−2c
��
6

p
hθx
R0

0

0 1 −r−2c
2
��
3

p
hθy

R0
−r−2c

��
6

p
hθx
R0

r−2c
��
6

p
hθy
R0

0

1
Aμ�t�:

(6)

In Eq. (6) μ�t� ∈ R6×1 is a vector with the coefficient of the
NGS modes [numerically equal to α�t� in Eq. (1) but not to be
confounded with it] plus a sixth coefficient to model pure
focus induced by the Na layer that does not produce TT.

Since one is interested in measuring also focus and astig-
matism with the 2 × 2 subaperture TTFA WFS, the model of
Eq. (6) needs to be expanded beyond TT. It will be carried
out in two steps, making explicit use of the layered modal
decomposition of the WF error: (1) a linear modal projection

Fig. 1. (Color online) NGS modes diagram. The TA modes each
contain a quadratic Zernike polynomial with proportional amplitudes
on the ground and upper DMs, whose combined effect produces pure
TT in the LGS WFSs (thus not sensed), but contains field-dependent
TT (plate-scale effect) and quadratic WF aberrations across the
science field and NGS patrol field.
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of modes from layers in the aperture and (2) linear relation of
NGS mode coefficients to their layered counterparts.

By separating the layer contributors to the total WF, the
Zernike polynomials’ coefficients are gathered in the vector
φ ∈ R10×1

φ�t�≜
�
α
β

�
�t�; (7)

which concatenates WF coefficients of the decomposition of
the WF phase at the two DM-conjugate altitudes. The Zernike
polynomials are defined over a pupil of diameter D0 on the
ground and DDM11.2 � D0∕rn for the upper conjugate layer;
i.e., DDM11.2 > D0 since rn < 1, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Using the fundamentals of modal tomography modeling
[26], the aperture-plane WF decomposition ϕ�θ; t� relates to
the layered decomposition by a linear projection

ϕ�θ; t� � Pθφ�t�; (8)

with Pθ ∈ R9×10 a projection matrix of Zernike polynomials
onto the intersected meta-pupils in DM-conjugated planes
with a pupil-sized cylinder of diameter D0 in the directions
θ of the NGS. Therefore, concatenating the angular linear pro-
jectors for the two single-aperture TT and the TTFA OIWFS
directions, one gets

Pθ�θ�≜

0
BB@

Pθ;TT1�θ�
Pθ;TT2�θ�
Pθ;TTFA�θ�

1
CCA

×

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0 rn 0 p1;8 p1;9 p1;10

0 1 0 0 0 0 rn p2;8 p2;9 p2;10

1 0 0 0 0 rn 0 p3;8 p3;9 p3;10

0 1 0 0 0 0 rn p4;8 p4;9 p4;10

1 0 0 0 0 rn 0 p5;8 p5;9 p5;10

0 1 0 0 0 0 rn p6;8 p6;9 p6;10

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 r2n 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 r2n 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 r2n

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

; (9)

where the left-column block of Pθ is composed by identity
blocks since the ground DM is conjugated to 0 km. The coef-
ficients pm;n are asterism-dependent coefficients found from
clipping the upper meta-pupil in D0-sized patches and recast-
ing the coefficient as a linear combination of modes defined
over the ground pupil. The analytical procedure is given in
Eq. (6) for TT, and a generalization to any mode can be found
in [27]. Dashed lines subdivide the matrix Pθ into three hor-
izontal slabs for the three OIWFS and two vertical slabs,
for the two DM-conjugate altitudes.

The relation of Zernike polynomial coefficients φ�t� to NGS
mode coefficients μ�t� is given in matrix format

φ�t�≜Pμ2φμ�t�; (10)

where Pμ2φ ∈ R10×6 translates six NGS mode coefficients to
their layered version expressed in Zernike polynomials.
Hence

Pμ2φ ≜

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1∕r2l 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1∕r2l 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1∕r2l 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (11)

Note the last column corresponds to the pure focus mode
induced by sodium-range variations on the ground layer.

It can be checked that the product PθPμ2φ is equal to Eq. (5)
for the TT modes in any direction.

B. Measurement Model
Assume the following measurement model:

sk �
Z

kTs

�k−1�Ts

G�Pθφ�τ�−Pθφdm�τ��dτ� ηk (12a)

� GPθ�hφik − hφdmik� � ηk (12b)

� GPθhφresik � ηk; (12c)

where sk ∈ R12×1 are the Ts-averaged slopes over each OIWFS
subaperture and over the integration time Ts, G ∈ R12×9 is the
WF-to-measurement matrix, “dm” and “res” stand, respec-
tively, for correction and residual phase, ηk is a zero-mean
Gaussian-distributed spectrally white-noise vector with
known covariance matrix

P
η −η ∼N �0;Ση�— and Pθ is de-

fined in Eq. (9).
The symbol h·i represents the time average, i.e.,

hφik ≜
Z

kTs

�k−1�Ts

φ�τ�dτ: (13)

Define PNGS ∈ R9×6 as

PNGS � PθPμ2φ; (14)

the projection of NGS modes onto TT and quadratic Zernike
polynomials, the modes to be measured by the three OIWFSs.
Consequently, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as follows:

sk � G�PNGShμik − PNGShμdmik� � ηk; (15)

with the NGS modes

hμik ≜P†
μ2φhφik; (16a)

hμdmik ≜P†
μ2φhφdmik; (16b)

and P†
μ2φ the generalized inverse of matrix Pμ2φ in Eq. (11).
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The correction phase applied by the DM is hφdmik ≜Nuk−1
with N ∈ R10×10 the command-to-phase matrix and with
uk−1 ∈ R10×1 the DM commands.

The modal matrixG translates modal coefficients of TT, TT
and TTFA modes into average slopes over the illuminated
subregion of each subaperture

G≜

0
BB@

GTT1

GTT2

GTTFA

1
CCA�

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

γT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 γT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 γT 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 γT 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 γT 0 γF γA γA
0 0 0 0 0 γT γF γA −γA
0 0 0 0 γT 0 −γF γA −γA
0 0 0 0 0 γT γF −γA −γA
0 0 0 0 γT 0 −γF −γA γA
0 0 0 0 0 γT −γF −γA γA
0 0 0 0 γT 0 γF −γA γA
0 0 0 0 0 γT −γF γA γA

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

:

(17)

For the TTFA OIWFS, the average slope produced by the
TT on the quarter of the aperture S�1∕4� � π∕4 (aperture units
are normalized by the aperture radius) is given by

γT � 1
S1

4

Z
1

0

Z ��������
1−y2

p

0

∂
∂x

Z2;3�x; y�∂x∂y � 2: (18)

The average slope produced by the focus mode is given by

γF � 1
S1

4

Z
1

0

Z ��������
1−y2

p

0

∂
∂x

Z4�x; y�∂x∂y � 16
���
3

p

3π
; (19)

whereas for the astigmatisms

γA � 1
S1

4

Z
1

0

Z ��������
1−y2

p

0

∂
∂x

Z5���6�x; y�∂x∂y � 8
���
6

p

3π
: (20)

The symbol� attached to γF, and γA in Eq. (17) is a function
of the exact quadrant where each subaperture is located.

Noise added to measurements follows formulae for TT in a
quadrant detector found in [9,28]. When fewer than three
NGSs are available within the 2 arc min patrol field, matrix
G in Eq. (17) is truncated to account for the existing number
of NGSs. In such cases, TTFA sensing is always performed.

3. STREHL-OPTIMAL RECONSTRUCTION
AND CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL
A. Merit Function: Minimum Pupil-Integrated Residual
Phase Variance
In what follows, the minimization of the pupil-integrated
mean-square residual phase after AO correction is considered.
Minimizing the variance ofW res results in the maximization of
the SR [5], leading to the continuous-time criterion

Jc�u�≜ lim
τ→�∞

1
τ

Z
τ

0
h‖ϕres�θ; t�‖2

L2�Ω�iθscidt; (21)

� lim
τ→�∞

1
τ

Z
τ

0
h‖ϕ�θ; t� − ϕdm�θ; t�‖2

L2�Ω�iθscidt; (22)

where ϕ is the aperture-plane phase from Eq. (8), ϕres � ϕ −

ϕdm is the residual phase, ∥·∥
2

L2�Ω�
represents the Euclidean

norm over the pupil with weighting function Ω�ρ� [4], and
h� � �iθsci represents averaging over a discrete number of θsci
directions that sample the science field.

Optimality is to be understood with respect to the direct
model chosen where only six NGS modes are considered.

B. Minimum-Variance Negative State-Feedback
Controller
Using the LQG formulation [29], the optimal controller has the
form

uoptk � Fφhφik�1; (23)

� Fhμik�1; (24)

where F≜FφPμ2φ is a fitting operator that optimizes the cor-
rection in the directions where the science targets are located.

Since no temporal DM dynamics are considered, the
control Riccati equation reduces to an orthogonal projec-
tion onto the DM-spanned space with the fitting operator
boiling down to a least-squares projection given by
Fφ ≜ �NThPT

θPθiθsciN�†NThPT
θPθiθsci . With the DM commanded

directly in Zernike polynomials (i.e., N is the identity matrix),
and noting that the phase is defined at the DM-conjugate alti-
tudes only, the angular dependence drops and the fitting
operator simplifies to the identity [4], yielding

uoptk ≜ hφik�1 � Pμ2φhμik�1: (25)

This assumption is also valid in practice, since DM fit to
low-order Zernike polynomials is quasi-perfect.

The vector of coefficients hφik�1 is to be estimated by a
Kalman filter providing hφ̂ik�1jk, i.e., the conditional mean
of the disturbance phase given the set of current and past
measurements Sk���0.

C. State-Space Modeling
Define the discrete-time state-space model

xk�1 � Axk � Buk � Γεk; (26a)

sk � Cxk �Duk � ηk; (26b)

where fA;B; C;D;Γg are matrices that concatenate discrete-
time linear models for each of the modes (TT and TT
anisoplanatism) [Eq. (1)] plus pure focus; Σε and Σw are
the covariance matrices of state noise and measurement
noise, respectively.

In what follows, second-order models are used. These are
characterized by an asymptotic power-spectral density (PSD)
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at high frequencies ∝ f −4, which approximates well enough
the PSDs of the TT/TA modes; see Fig. 4. For focus, a first-
order model suffices.

The second-order model for an individual mode is given by

�xk�i ≜
0
@ d1;k

d2;k
hμik

1
A

i

; (27a)

Ai ≜

�
�eAiTs � 0
Ξi 0

�
; Bi ≜ 0; Γi ≜ I: (27b)

This discrete-time state-space model produces instanta-
neous values of the NGS modes and average deformations
over the loop sampling interval hμiik as follows [29].

Assuming an underlying continuous-time linear model
(Roman capital fonts used)

�
_d1
_d2

�
�t� � Ai

�
d1
d2

�
�t� � Γiε�t�; (28a)

μi�t� � Ci

�
d1
d2

�
�t�; (28b)

with _d�t� the first temporal derivative of d�t�, it is found that
the average deformation over the interval Ts can be obtained
from the discretized state at instant “k” in Eq. (28) as

hμiik�1 �
1
Ts

Z �k�1�Ts

kTs

μi�τ�dτ � Ξi

�
d1
d2

�
k
; (29)

where

Ξi ≜
1
Ts

Ci�eAiTs − I�A−1
i : (30)

The full model is hence a concatenation of individual
models

xk ≜

0
BBBBBBBBB@

xtipk
xtiltk

xΔFk
xΔA0
k

xΔA45
k

xfock

1
CCCCCCCCCA
; A≜

0
BBBBBBBB@

Atip 0 � � � � � � 0

0 Atilt � � � � � � 0

0 � � � . .
. ..

. ..
.

0 � � � . .
.

AΔA45

..

.

0 � � � � � � � � � Afoc

1
CCCCCCCCA
;

(31a)

B≜

0
BBBBB@

Btip

Btilt

..

.

Bfoc

1
CCCCCA; Γ≜

0
BBBBBBBBB@

Γtip 0 � � � � � � 0

0 Γtilt � � � � � � 0

0 � � � . .
. ..

. ..
.

0 � � � . .
.

ΓΔA45

..

.

0 � � � � � � � � � Γfoc

1
CCCCCCCCCA
;

(31b)

C≜GPNGSMμ; D≜ − z−1GPθN. (31c)

Variable z−1 is the discrete backward time-shift operator.
For compactness reasons, for this particular choice of the

state vector components in Eq. (27a), the one-step ahead aver-
age predicted disturbance is hμ̂ik�1jk ≜MμAx̂kjk, where x̂kjk is
the conditional expectation of the state xk estimated by a
Kalman filter using information Sk���0, i.e., using the set of all
past measurements up to time step “k,” and whereMμ is a 0–1
valued matrix that extracts the component hμik, i.e., the aver-
age TT/TA mode over Ts.

The Kalman filter is seamlessly obtained from an estimation
Riccati equation. Since the metric of interest in AO is the long-
exposure integration of light on the science instruments such
that TLE ≫ Ts, the asymptotic solution can be used with
strictly no loss of performance. Under the assumption that
a linear state-space model is built producing as outputs hφ̂i
(see below), the optimal gains are computed offline from

L∞ � AH∞ � AΣ∞CT�CΣ∞CT � Σw�−1; (32)

where L∞ is the asymptotic Kalman gain, Σ∞ is the estimation
error covariance matrix, and the solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation is

Σ∞ � AΣ∞AT � Σε −AΣ∞CT�CΣ∞CT � Σw�−1CΣ∞AT: (33)

The controller is applied in real time by computing, at
iteration k,

x̂kjk � x̂kjk−1 �ℋ∞�sk − Cx̂kjk−1 �Duk�; (34a)

x̂k�1jk � Ax̂kjk � Buk; (34b)

uk � hφ̂ik�1jk � Pμ2φMμx̂k�1jk; (34c)

where the hat represents conditional mean estimation of the
state x.

D. Upsampled Commands to the LGS Frame Rate
LGS-MCAO systems use intrinsically two frame rates: one for
the NGS and another for the LGS loop. The latter is always
faster and determines the commands update rate. Such is
the case of NFIRAOS, where the LGS loop is driven at a fixed
800 Hz frame rate.

One thus is interested in obtaining the commands

uopt
k�j∕n � hφ̂ik�j∕njk � Pμ2φhμ̂ik�j∕njk; (35)

where n � Ts∕T lgs is an integer ratio of the coarse and fine
sampling times.

The upsampled estimates hφ̂ik�j∕njk are easily obtained by
discretizing the continuous model of Eq. (27) using T lgs

instead of Ts. It follows (for a single controlled mode i)

hμiioptk�j∕n � �Kj�ix̂kjk
� �Ξlgs�AT lgs

�j �
i
�Md�ix̂kjk; j ∈ f0; � � � ;n− 1g; (36)
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where AT lgs
≜ eAT lgs and ΞT lgs

� �1∕T lgs�C�eAT lgs − I��A�−1 and
�Md�i is a 0–1 valued matrix that extracts the d1;k, d2;k com-
ponents for mode i.

Concatenating modes, one can therefore obtain an all-
at-once optimal command by setting

hμioptk�j∕n � Kj x̂kjk � UjMdx̂kjk; j ∈ f0; � � � ; n − 1g; (37)

where Uj ∈ R6×2 concatenates matrices �Ξlgs�AT lgs
�j �

i
for all

six NGS modes:

Uj ≜

0
@ �Ξlgs�AT lgs

�j �
1� � �

�Ξlgs�AT lgs
�j �

6

1
A: (38)

The average upsampled estimated mode disturbance is
given by (for any given NGS mode)

ΞT lgs

n

Xn−1
j�0

�AT lgs
�j � ΞT lgs

n

Xn−1
j�0

�eAT lgs�j : (39)

Taking limits leads to

lim
n→�∞

ΞT lgs

n

Xn−1
i�0

�eAT lgs�i � 1
Ts

Z
Ts

0
eAtdt (40)

� 1
Ts

C�eATs − I�A−1 (41)

� Ξ; (42)

thus providing the average over Ts as the average of averages
over T lgs; note that Ξlgs → 1 when n → ∞ (since T lgs → 0).

Since the estimation step remains exactly the same as be-
fore, there is no change to the coarse-grain state space nor to
the Kalman filter. In other words, the optimal controller runs
at theWFS’s sampling frequency. This is particularly attractive
from the real-time computation point of view. The only differ-
ence is with the measurements, where now the effect of the
controls on the residual WF needs to be accurately removed
due to intersample actuation to produce what is commonly
called pseudo-open-loop measurements solk � Ghϕik �
G�hϕresik � hϕdmik�. Thus, the model is that of Eqs. (26)–
(31) with D≜ 0 to remove the intersample fed-back com-
mands from the measurements.

A similar development is presented in [30] when dealing
with vibration suppression algorithms for this class of MCAO
systems.

The operations to be executed in real time are now
[compare to Eq. (34)]

x̂kjk � x̂kjk−1 �ℋ∞�solk − Cx̂kjk−1�; (43a)

x̂k�1jk � Ax̂kjk � Buk; (43b)

uk�j∕n � Pμ2φUjMdx̂kjk; (43c)

with the pseudo-open-loop measurement given by

solk � sk �GN
1
n

Xn−1
j�0

uk−1�j∕n: (44)

Figure 2 depicts an example of temporal trajectories for the
six NGS modes, using the zero-order-hold commands and the
upsampled commands presented above.

1. Model Identification
Model identification is treated in [28,29], with the mode-by-
mode A matrices identified by fitting the first few steps of
a second-order model to the autocorrelation of the modes
(computed from the temporal PSDs assuming frozen flow
with the Wiener–Khinchin theorem). State-noise covariance
matrices are determined from the solution of discrete-time
Lyapunov equations that defines the state covariance noise
from a linear model and the total disturbance of each mode
(computed from analytical expressions in [31] and compared
to the numerical integration of the temporal PSDs).

2. Use of Multiple Frame Rates
One could arguably point out that in order to further optimize
the NGS loop one should pick one frame rate per OIWFS and
combine optimally the available information at each time step,
as is explained in [32] for the NGS/LGS case. However, the
lack of sufficient measurement redundancy renders the recon-
struction rank-deficient when only using measurements from
a reduced set of OIWFS [23]. Until a full set of measurements
is available, providing three independent TT measurements in
the field, the reconstruction and control degrade in such a way
that a common frame rate appears to be the best one can do.

Simulations show that since the NGS modes are spatially
uncorrelated, uncorrelated between layers, and temporally
considered uncorrelated (and furthermore have similar var-
iances and temporal spectra), the estimate produced from a
reduced set using multirate can always be outperformed by
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Time series comparison between the zoh MV
commands and the upsampled commands based on the internal
model, Ts � 11∕800 s (upsampling factor of 11). Black, disturbance
trajectories; blue, zoh MV commands; red, upsampled MV commands.
The five families of curves are for the five Zernike polynomials in the
telescope pupil.
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choosing a common frequency for all the OIWFS and using a
more straightforward single-rate LQG controller.

4. SAMPLE NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Loop Description and Simulation Parameters
Only the low-order NGS loop is simulated in what follows, as it
is the chief driver of sky-coverage estimates. The high-order
LGS loop is not taken into account at this stage, and, under the
AHST scheme, the NGS and LGS loops are decoupled (see
block diagram in Fig. 3). A postprocessing technique to eval-
uate sky coverage without the need to run fully integrated
simulations has been demonstrated by Wang et al. [21].

A custom code was written to compare the NGS loop
performance using integrator-based controllers (single and
double integrators) to the MV solution. The former were opti-
mized using a fast minimization procedure for the three
double-integrator parameters, i.e., the controller gain, 0 dB
cross frequency, and phase margin [33]. For all the configura-
tions tested (i.e., noise level, sampling frequency, and gain
range), the residual disturbance criterion used is convex (em-
pirical observation, left unproved), allowing the combination
of fast methods to find the global minimum under a 45 deg im-
posed phasemargin followed by further reoptimizing the phase
margin and gain around the working point found previously.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation.
The WFS noise values are equivalent to those of an H-band
star with magnitudes 13 and 20, sampled at 800 and 20 Hz,
respectively, which covers a broad range of NGS stars used
for WF sensing in a TMT-NFIRAOS-like configuration. Noise
is computed assuming an SR variation across the 2 arc min
patrol FoV from 0.5 to 0.1 at the edge in the H-band. Total
throughput is 0.3, a rather small value chosen to boost overall
noise to compensate for aliasing and implementation errors
that are not in the simulation but are considered in the
full-featured sky-coverage simulations.

Figure 4 depicts sample temporal PSDs, corresponding to
the 50th-percentile observing conditions expected at TMT

with wind shake added to one of the tip or tilt modes [34].
The integrated total WF error is given in Table 1.

The TT temporal correction split is based on a temporal
filtering approach where the TT stage corrects for low-
frequency large-amplitude TT disturbances and the ground
DM corrects for its complement. This approach has been

Fig. 3. (Color online) NGS loop block diagram. Block switch is also responsible for zero-order holding the signals from the integrator controllers
to the highest 800 Hz frame rate of the high-order LGS loop (dashed red lines). Focus mode is controlled via a focus blending loop (not shown)
combining a trombone for slow refocusing and the DM for the remainder. Continuous black lines, continuous time; blue dashed lines, NGS loop
frame rate. The focus mode is controlled at the same frame rate as the TT and TA modes.

Table 1. Parameters Used in the End-to-End Monte
Carlo Numerical Simulationsa

Disturbances Atmospheric σTT � 603 nm rms
σTA � 407 nm rms
L0 � 30 m
r0@0.5 μm � 0.186 m

Wind shake
(50% ile)

σWS � 7.5 mas rms
(single TT axis)

Sodium-range
focus

σF � 505 nm rms

WFS Type Modal
No. WFSs 3

Two single-aperture TTs
and one 2 × 2

Frame rates f16; � � � ; 800g Hz
Read� detector noise On

Controllers Type I Optimized gain integrator
Type II Optimized double integrator
MV w/second-order disturbance

models
Servo-lag 1 ms

Correctors Type Modal
Frame rate f16; � � � ; 800g Hz
TT mount Second-order model,

90 Hz bandwidth (−3 dB)
No. DMs 2, infinite bandwidth

Simulation Duration 30 s
No. modes 6 (2 TT, 3 TA, focus)
NGS field diameter 2 arc min
Mode of operation MCAO
Wavelength λWFS � 1.65 μm

aThe TT/TA and focus disturbance PSDs are depicted in Fig. 4.
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extensively studied and compared to the optimal MV solution
for the woofer–tweeter temporal split presented in [33]. The
simpler ad hoc solution provides the same performance as the
full-featured MV solution and is more robust with respect to
loop delays not fully taken into account in the optimal
woofer–tweeter analysis.

In order to cope with the limited −3 dB bandwidth of
roughly 90 Hz, a cutoff frequency f c � 20 Hz is assigned to
the low-pass filter.

Results are computed assuming the NGS wavelength in
the J-band using an optimal frame rate computed on an
asterism-per-asterism basis and averaged over 30 s of equiva-
lent real-time simulation (excluding the initial transient
period).

B. Sky-Coverage Comparison
Figure 5 plots the sky coverage (given by the cumulative prob-
ability following the definition in Section 1) obtained over 500
representative asterisms [8] as a function of the WF residual,
and averaged over all cases for a given frame rate (optimized
on a case-by-case basis). For a given sky-coverage probability
the MV provides smaller residuals, or, likewise, for a fixed re-
sidual the MV increases the probability of finding a suitable
asterism for guiding.

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained and further speci-
fies the TT residual only. As a first comment, the comparison
of the theoretical residual values (based on discrete-time
transfer functions) underestimates the actual values obtained
in the full simulation. Though the discrepancy is not outstand-
ing, this effect is particularly observed in the low-temporal
sampling frequency range.

Initial results were presented in [28] for the five NGS modes
only, i.e., no focus error due to sodium-range variations.
The main motivation of that paper was optimization of the
integrator-based controllers. Results showed the same trend
as those obtained for the six-NGS-mode case but were incom-
plete. Furthermore, the upsampled MV controller presented
here was not assessed at the time.

Over all the cases tested, an estimated 4.8 nm rms improve-
ment (in quadrature) is obtained with the single-rate MV con-
troller with command upsampling with respect to the MV
controller with “zoh” commands. Compared to the integrator-
based controllers, an improvement of 21 and 38.5 nm rms,
respectively, to the type-II and type-I controllers is found.

Figure 6 depicts three asterisms giving the worst, median,
and best performances. Note the worst asterism consists in a
single NGS star, located at the limit of the 2 arc min patrol
FoV. Out of the total of ∼500 asterism set, there are 38 cases
with only two NGSs and 15 cases with one NGS.

The histogram of frame rates in Fig. 7 shows the MV con-
trollers more often using frame rates closer to their respective
medians. Also, the MV tends to use less the upper end of frame
rates, certainly a sign of (a) the temporal prediction partially
recovering the temporal lag error of lower frame rates and
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(b) the 1.25 ms loop delay not taken into account in the LQG
analysis, creating a model/systemmismatch to which the over-
all performance is sensitive, particularly when the NGS
sampling rate approaches the LGS rate.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the design of an MV controller for TT and
TA modes arising in LGS-based MCAO, which often needs to

be sensed at low frame rates for faint NGSs. A further exten-
sion also proposed here consists of optimally upsampling the
correction of these errors to the LGS frame rate, the NGS
controller being updated at a lower frame rate.

Using end-to-end temporal numerical simulations for the
median case (TMT conditions) with 500 different asterisms,
it is shown the MV controllers outperform the more traditional
suboptimal integrator-based controllers, by ∼21 nm rms in
quadrature (optimized double integrator) and ∼38.5 nm rms

Table 2. Results in Nanometer RMSa

Median

Type I Type II MV MV Up Th. Type I Th. Type II

All modes 50.3 37.8 30.6 29.6 44.4 32.1
TT only 47.4 35.1 26.2 25.4

Average

Type I Type II MV MV Up Th. Type I Th. Type II

All modes 117.1 124.1 91.1 91.2 106.3 109.4
TT only 111.0 117.1 83.2 83.2
aTop table with median results and bottom with average results. The last two columns refer to theoretical results using a transfer-function approach.
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(optimized single integrator). Higher gains are specially ob-
tained for faint asterisms (with frame rates as low as 16 Hz)
and even when fewer than three NGSs are available for
guiding.

Following the sky-coverage definition assumed in this
paper, the MV further increases by ∼10% and ∼20% the sky
coverage level obtained with a type-II or a type-I controller,
respectively. These results will now be thoroughly confirmed
with TMT’s high-fidelity sky-coverage simulator, which
includes both LGS and NGS loops.

The advantages of the MV are manifold. Although concep-
tually more complex, it is much faster to compute offline,
vibration suppression can be easily embedded, it supports up-
sampling of commands to the LGS loop frame rate (800 Hz for
NFIRAOS), and it is directly optimized in discrete time [33].

In the future, this model will be expanded to accommodate
more modes to comply with the MVST [21], which provides a
better joint estimate of NGS� LGS modes.

APPENDIX A: STATE-NOISE MODELING
A rigorous and thorough treatment of the discretization of the
continuous-time state-space stochastic can be found in [35],
Section 4.5 and previous.

Start from the stochastic model

_x � Acx� vc; (A1)

where vc is a continuous white noise with covariance function
rv�t� � Σc

vδ�t�, and δ�t� is the Dirac delta function.
The discrete-time model that has xk � x�t � kT� is given by

xk�1 � eAcTxk �
Z �k�1�T

kT
eAc��k�1�T−t�vc�t�dt≜ eAcTxk � vdk:

(A2)

The covariance of the discrete-time noise is given by

Σd
v � VAR

�Z �k�1�T

kT
eAc��k�1�T−t�vc�t�dt

�
�

Z
T

0
eActΣc

veA
T
c tdt:

(A3)

In order to evaluate this integral, proceed by noting that the
solution to the algebraic continuous-time Lyapunov equation

AcΣ̄� Σ̄AT
c � Σc

v � 0; (A4)

is given by

Σ̄ �
Z �∞

0
eActΣc

veA
T
c tdt: (A5)

The solution to Eq. (A3) is given by

Z
T

0
eActΣc

veA
T
c tdt �

Z �∞

0
eActΣc

veA
T
c tdt −

Z �∞

T
eActΣc

veA
T
c tdt

� Σ̄ − e−TAc Σ̄e−TAT
c ; (A6)

which is a discrete-time Lyapunov equation. In practice, the
presence of the integral variable on the state will make the

computation of Σ̄ � ∞. To circumvent this, numerical integra-
tion of the differential continuous-time Lyapunov equation
can be used.
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